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Bem vindo!
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Welcome!

Dear participants, dear friends,

On behalf of the German All Stars Bangkok, we once again warmly welcome you to this year's 37th edition of the Far 
East Football Tournament! After months of hard work to organize this event, we're very proud to host 46 football teams 
that will participate in this year’s competitions.   

The number of participating teams is always amazing. We’re very happy to welcome new teams each year, but are 
particularly pleased to have teams join us every year as it proves to us that that the event is worth coming back. Next 
to teams from Thailand, the German All Stars greet friends from Singapore, China, Brunei, Malaysia, Cambodia, 
Taiwan, Vietnam, South Africa, Germany, Australia and many more (a total of 15 nations).

The tournament includes different game types (11-a-side and 7-a-side) as well as different age categories with 
separate competitions for players above 35 and 45. This year, we will have 15 teams fighting in the Open tournament, 
21 in the Vets, and 10 in the Masters.

Hartwig Schüler, President of German All Stars Bangkok: "It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 37th edition of the 
International Football Tournament 2019 in Bangkok, Thailand. As every year, 2018 was a wonderful event and a major 
success for our beautiful game and we want to continue this success story for a very long time to come. The German 
All Stars Bangkok annual tournament, this year with 46 teams and players from around the globe, is without doubt one 
of the best amateur football events in Asia, if not the world. For 37 years many people give countless hours of their free 
time to organize this event and my cordial thanks going to all 
involved in the long history of this tournament. Now let us look 
forward and enjoy a weekend of football, fun and friendship.

Next to some high-quality amateur football, visitors can join 
free of charge and enjoy a full programme of entertainment, 
live music by a popular Band and -most importantly- German 
culinary delights. With 2-day catering provided by local 
German restaurants, we can all look forward to German 
specialties and German beer throughout the event.

Last, but certainly not least, we want to thank all sponsors, 
voluntary helpers, as well as the referees who all help to 
realize this event in the first place. We wish the best of luck 
to all teams, look forward to see fair sports and wish you all
a great time!

With sporty regards on behalf of the GAS BKK,
The Organisation Team

...to the 37th Far East Football Tournament!

P.S.: 
Please follow us at facebook.com/fareasttournament and visit www.far-east-tournament.com as the results will be posted during the event.
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RESULTS: OPEN TOURNAMENT 2018

Cup Final:

SAIGON HOTSHOTS – BAYON WANDERERS 5:4

Cup Semi Finals:

SAIGON HOTSHOTS – FARANGUTANS FC 2:0
BAYON WANDERERS – FORBIDDEN CITY FC 10:9 p.s.

Cup 3rd Place:

FARANGUTANS FC – FORBIDDEN CITY FC 1:0

Cup 

1 SAIGON HOTSHOTS Bangkok
2 BAYON WANDERERS Cambodia
3 FARANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai
4 FORBIDDEN CITY FC China
          

Plate         

9 SCANDINAVIAN VIKINGS FC Bangkok
10 SWISS FC Singapore
11 CARNEGIES B52 FC Taipei
12 GERMAN ALL STARS SIngapore

Bowl  

13 SAIGON SAINTS Vietnam
14 STEINERT SC Thailand
15 WANCHAI SPARTANS Hongkong
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The impressive twelfth century Angkorian “Bayon” Temple lends its name to this elegant team, which was established exact-
ly 24 years ago. The strength of the Angkorian Empire is reflected in the depth of this team’s character.  The beauty and 
elegance of the temples is noticeable in the poise and grace with which they take to the field and is clearly seen in their 
flowing passes and general movement around the pitch. However, if the team doesn’t get what it wants, the horrific  
brutality of the ancient Khmer kings is clearly evident in their violent and erratic behavior on the pitch. This behavior has been 
wiped out in the last couple of years with the assistance of a real “Code of Conduct” and the real elegance and grace have 
been installed.

Bayon are led by their coach, good-old Billy “the Hat”. If the Bayon players are in the mood, they will show his unique brand 
of total football, developed in his youth, around the time of Jayavarman VII. He intends to pass this on to all his players, who 
will try to write history in Bangkok.

Bayon Wanderers FC will participate this year with two teams, one for the Open Tournament and one for the Masters  
Tournament. The veterans will wait till more players reach the blessed age of 45 years old.

This year Bayon Wanderers FC is coming with a n almost completely team existing out of highly respected trained and skillful 
players and will defend the Bayon colors with all the strength they have.
Participating for the 23rd time in the Bangkok Far East International Football Tournament is a huge honor for all Bayon players 
and they will try to perform on their best. Like always, the expectations for a good result are very high and these players will 
try their best to reach the highest,… to take the two cups home for the very first time. Two years ago they were very close 
in doing that. This year might be the year of the Bayon Wanderers FC.
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The Beijing Rockets is a space-themed live action role play society for male virgins over the age of  
twenty-five. In Spring 2013, after having rapidly expanded to an unmanageable scale, the society esta-
blished a five-a-side football team of the same name to serve as an ongoing front activity designed to 
circumvent government restrictions on pseudo-religious mass movements.

The Rockets' footballing charade in the China Club Football five-a-side league initially went according 
to plan, with eight straight losses raising hopes that the club would be able to indefinitely maintain a low 
profile through a 'zero success' policy. However, since exploding onto the world football scene by  
claiming its first trophy in Winter 2013, finishing the season as Division 10 Runners-Up, the club has 
been the subject of intense official and media scrutiny. In the course of their continued upward trajecto-
ry, the Rockets established an eleven-a-side team in 2016; it has competed since then in the lower tier of 
the IFFC league for expat amateur teams.

Today the club's international stature is commensurate with the volume of plasticware crammed into its 
trophy cabinet (nineteen extravagantly-wrought pieces commemorate the Rockets' relentless decimation 
of some of the world's weakest organised football leagues). Over the past five years, players have been 
drawn from over thirty countries across every continent except Oceania and Antarctica.

Unwitting Club Ambassadors (UCAs) – distinguished public figures with whom the Beijing Rockets 
claim official affiliation, and who thereby work to burnish the club's prestige through their own unrela-
ted career exploits, entirely unaware of either the club's existence or their role within it – include  
five-time world snooker champion Ronnie 'The Rocket' O'Sullivan, former Blue Peter presenter Anthea 
'The Rocket' Turner and BBC football pundit Garth Crooks.

This will be the Rockets' first overseas tour and competition. In keeping with the club's inclusive ethos, 
a wretched rabble of a squad has been assembled on the basis of Bangkok nightlife connoisseurship  
rather than football ability. The Beijing Rockets is ashamedly sponsored by Sanlitun bar The Local.

BEIJING ROCKETS
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CARNEGIES B52 FC Tapei - Taiwan

We are Taiwan’s best Expat football team and the most successful.

We have a reputation of playing hard and drinking harder. With over 500 members past and present, 
when people see our Dutch Orange kit they know they’ll be total football (Ajax style), with cold beer 
(Heineken style) around.

Led by Taiwan’s biggest playboy Martin Tromp, and other pretenders, hangers on, deviants and drunks 
this weekend is what Carnegies boys are made for.

Come over and say hello and let’s get a beer together. 
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FARANGUTANS CHIANG MAI
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this tour might just be a little too much for his soft  

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

earn his name to call to him on the pitch, he never  

FORBIDDEN CITY FC - China
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The German All Stars Bangkok Football Club and perennial hosts, celebrated their 50th anniversary last year, having 
been founded in 1968 when Günter Glomb started his 17 years’ tenure as head coach of the Thai National team. 
 
Besides Mr Glomb’s third place at the Asian Championships in 1972, his legacy in the form of the German All Stars  
remains until today and all involved are in no doubt he would be proud to see the club continuing to run as it is today. 
The club was a founding member of the current Bangkok Casual’s League and the Casuals team has established them-
selves as a regular in the top four of Division 1 after winning the Division 2 championship title in 2013. Having come 
close to winning in each of the last 2 seasons the team is as hungry as ever for success and are the current Lufthansa 
Cup holders for the 2 previous seasons.
 
Despite the long history of the club, the German All Stars are anything but old fashioned. The team consists of all ages 
and nationalities. With an average of 60% German players, the club is particularly proud to welcome team mates of 
any age, having any skills, from any country, playing in any position. The majority of players are expatriates living and 
working (or studying) in Thailand with all sorts of different nationalities and personalities including players from Great 
Britain, Turkey, the Netherlands, Bavaria, Italy, France, Spain and - of course - Thailand!
 
Despite winning the Veterans category last year it wasn’t quite as successful a campaign for the Open team who failed 
to retain the trophy in the year of their 50th anniversary. That has not been lost on the squad and there is an added 
determination to bring home the silverware in both categories this time around!
 
It has been a challenging year in the Casuals League this year for the all-stars but there is still plenty to play for and 
as always, the annual Far East Football Tournament is the absolute highlight for everyone. The whole team is looking 
forward to competing and enjoying an ice-cold beer from the trophy with all teams afterwards. May the best team win!
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We are the Hanoi Capitals. We are Hanoi's finest expat team and  
sometimes we can actually play football. We are a team full of dicks and 
a match rarely goes by where we don't manage to embarrass ourselves. 
This is our 25th year as a club and we hope to celebrate this by scoring 
at least one goal. 

Last year was the first time we played in the tournament and we absolu-
tely loved it, so much so that three of our players decided to settle in 
Bangkok and sell sex toys on Sukhumvit Road. Watch out for our club 
captain, Gary Goals - he once broke another player in half and threw his 
lifeless corpse in the sea. 

CAPS, CAPS, CAPS!

THE HANOI CAPITALS  
- Vietnam -
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for you guys. As an Argentinian, winning titles aren’t in his blood but the hope is there and it’s what matter! Viet 
(aka “Good guys”) will be our official translators during the weekend, any questions, please go to him. If you like 
your legs, watch out as he enjoys to blindly leave his box for some nicely targeted throat tackles. Peter Nguyen (the 
only legit one) is small but fast, but small- so don’t forget he is here, you could pay for it. Ben has spared a few days 
between two poker tours to give us a hand. If he goes as “all-in” as he does in spankies, we are good. Antoine is our 
wiseman, with France winnings the world cup, Rennes qualifying for UEFA quarter finals and him being top 3 scorer 
of our team - it looks like planets are aligned! We want goals Antoine! 
After 3 months (yes!) of holidays and some dark business trading operations of non-corrupted properties in 
Vietnam, Bati is looking for a way to launder his money. Contact him for free booze. Our Chilean goleadores Alex 
has demonstrated so many times he has really good skills in basketball and we are still figuring out how we can 
benefit that. Hopefully we will find out here! 
Straight from the hospital where he has a Platinium membership, Max (aka “Abou Gourcuff Diaby) has thin ankles 
(aim for the left one) capable of magic. Please contact 0914883021, insurance policy No 89017653 if you find him 
injured somewhere. Thanks in advance. Antoine from Redstar will be our secret weapon this year again and we 
hope he does as good of a job as what he did last year to get us to the title, cheers Antoine, really appreciated!
Milan is a pure talent able to dribble anyone including himself. We will be imposing a two touches max policy with 
him so do not surprised if we give you the ball back from time to time! Tom will be our central defense pillar, you 
should have a good time with him if you are striker. If you can understand his accent you might even become good 
friends. Enjoy! Our local man Joe has personal connections with hooters (let us know if you go there). Last year, he 
did not even play with the right team shirt… let’s hope that this year he does not forget it...focus JOE focus! 
Matt has some unexplained connections with the Royal Family in Dubai and you do not want to fuck with him. 
Anyone running faster than him will be bought off and sent to Qatar to build some kind of football stadiums. After 
missing the title winning penalty last year, Clem has officially been banned from all penalties in the 2019 edition. 
Sadistically, he is looking forward to see who will step up and secretly hopes he will get a second chance so he can 
break this curse. 
Once more, HOTSHOTS is looking forward to a great tournament and hope to meet many of you on and out of the 
pitch! Have fun guys! AHOU AHOU AHOU.

After a year of celebrating our win last year,  

HOTSHOTS is back – AHOU AHOU AHOU !
This year, we brought our B team and I can tell you that it’s ugly 
but hold on and get a taste below, of who you will play against:

Andy, our little Scottish man may look geeky and be vegetarian 
but don’t trust the appearances, he will give you a tough time. 
Chris runs hundreds of kilometers per week, he is our headless 
chicken and if we are lucky he will even touch the ball from time to 
time although games are short. Leo could more than ever qualify 
for the vets but still insists to play with us which is a good news 
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Universally regarded as the last bastions of proper amateur  
football in Saigon, the Saints have been bringing their unique 
brand of total football to the city's pitches and watering holes 
since 1995. 
With a mixture of gnarled experience and youthful innocence, 
and a squad comprised of current stars as well as past legends, 
the bookies are expecting big things from the Saints this year.
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After a few disappointing seasons, Swiss FC merged with the German All Stars  
to form German Swiss All Stars.

The Team – Swiss FC Asia – mainly made up of current and ex- Swiss FC Singapore 
players. The core of the team is very much Swiss – with representatives from  
Italian/French & German speaking parts of the country.

Bangkok sold itself: Not much negotiation required, but we managed to pull in  

are hoping that despite our aging bodies, we use our experience to good use.

we want to have fun together, enjoying ourselves !!!

Thank you very much GAS BKK for once again arranging the tournament and carry on 

thank you, and all participating teams, have fun and see you on the pitch !!

SWISS FC ASIA-Singapore
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RESULTS: VETERANS TOURNAMENT 2018 (+35)

Final results Cup

  1. GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok

  2. OLYMPIC BARBARIANS Singapore

  3. SPORT CLUB WINDHOEK Namibia

  4. SYK FC Malaysia

  5. FARANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai

  6. TOTO'S TITANS Thailand 

  7. UNITED BARANG KH Cambodia

  8. FC FARANG Koh Phangan

Final results Plate

  9. BORNEO HORNBILLS FC Kuala Lumpur

  10. RED STAR KL Kuala Lumpur

  11. BOLA BOLEH BOYS Kuala Lumpur

  12. FRENCH SOCCEROS Singapore

Final results Bowl

  17. MALAYSIAN GRASSHOPPERS Kuala Lumpur

  18. WANCHAI SPARTANS Hongkong

RESULTS: MASTERS TOURNAMENT 2018 (+45)
Final results Cup

  1. BEIJING REAL ANCIENT China

  2. FARANGUTAN FC Chiang Mai

  3. TEAM BONDI Australia

Final results Plate

  7. SAI KUNG BEACH BOYS Hongkong

  8. MALYSIAN GRASSHOPPERS Malysia

  9. B52 CARNEGIES FC Taipei
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The impressive twelfth century Angkorian “Bayon” Temple lends its name to this elegant team, which was established  
exactly 24 years ago. The strength of the Angkorian Empire is reflected in the depth of this team’s character.  The beauty and 
elegance of the temples is noticeable in the poise and grace with which they take to the field and is clearly seen in their 
flowing passes and general movement around the pitch.   
However, if the team doesn’t get what it want, the horrific brutality of the ancient Khmer kings is clearly evident in their violent 
and erratic behavior on the pitch. This behavior has been wiped out in the last couple of years with the assistance of a real 
“Code of Conduct” and the real elegance and grace have been installed.

Bayon are led by their coach, good-old Billy “the Hat”. If the Bayon players are in the mood, they will show his unique brand 
of total football, developed in his youth, around the time of Jayavarman VII. He intends to pass this on to all his players, who 
will try to write history in Bangkok.

Bayon Wanderers FC will participate this year with two teams, one for the Open Tournament and one for the Masters  
Tournament. The veterans will wait till more players reach the blessed age of 45 years old.

This year Bayon Wanderers FC is coming with a n almost completely team existing out of  highly respected trained and skillful 
players and will defend the Bayon colors with all the strength they have.
Participating for the 23rd time in the Bangkok Far East International Football Tournament is a huge honor for all Bayon players 
and they will try to perform on their best.

Like always, the expectations for a good result are very high and these players will try their best to reach the highest, …… 
to take the two cups home for the very first time. Two years ago they were very close in doing that. This year might be the 
year of the Bayon Wanderers FC.
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CARNEGIES B52 FC Tapei - Taiwan

The more mature and distinguished offshoot of B52 Carnegies Team will once again 
travel around Asia for some footy and party. Slightly slower, slightly more rounded 
but definitely one year wiser, the team will hopefully be ready for the slightly longer 
format of two days of football. 

The team has an internationally diverse team sheet with USA, Holland, Russia, Italy 
and other exotic locations represented. 

Football at its finest bringing the world together like it should!  
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DISCOVERY  BAY FC 
HONGKONG

Discovery Bay FC (DBFC) players are always ready to put their football boots on and play abroad.
2018 was a glorious year for DBFC. We won the Hong Kong Legend League for the first time and, 
against all odds, the famous HKFC Citibank Soccer 7's live on TV! 

This was a wonderful window opportunity to commemorate our team mate and friend Robin  
Armstrong who sadly passed away a few months earlier.

So, we are back in Bangkok and we'll try to perform better than 2 years ago. And then, whatever 
happens, we'll party hard to celebrate our victory or most probably comfort ourselves after a hot 
and painful day on the pitch.
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It all started on a stormy day in spring 2006, when 6 friends from the Sports University of Cologne 

freed their table tennis rackets from dust and celebrated an epic tournament - braving storm, rain and 

lightning. ENERGIE EHRENFELD was born. 

In the course of time, the circle of friends expanded and the spirit of friendship became closer and 

closer - based on joined experiences in Italy, Belgium, Holland, France, Austria and the Philippines. 

And frequent trips to ENERGIE EHRENFELD’s basecamp in Torrox, Spain. Also, it was the first trip 

to Finca Luz in 2006 which made the friends implement their status as an official club, celebrating this 

foundation with ENERGIE’s legendary signature drink: Gin Schraube.

Over the years, the friends went through thick and thin. Supporting each other and celebrating hard. 

Most party nights started and ended at the famous table tennis table of Saint Chuck. It became obvious; 

the team loves competition. Big time. Thus, ENERGIE EHRENFELD pushed the boundaries and went 

beyond just playing table tennis. Adding padel, tennis and beach volleyball to the list of sport activities. 

Nevertheless, the sport ENERGIE loves most is ‚tennis football‘. A fun sport, where you play a ball over 

a net, or a bench, or a site fence or whatever. Whenever. In whatever state of mind or condition. 

It was ENERGIE EHRENFELD‘s team captain Chuck79, whose job as a soccer coach in Southeast Asia 

brought ENERGIE EHRENFELD‘s ambitions into a global context, by registering for one of the most 

exciting soccer tournaments on this planet. This is actually ENERGIE‘s first soccer tournament ever. 

Thus, the ambitions are hard to predict. But the team is looking forward to technical showpieces, tac-

tical masterpieces, exciting games and a lot of fun. And the friends are on fire. Hoping to share with 

you the winner trophy well-filled with Gin Schraube.

ENERGIE EHRENFELD - GermanyENERGIE EHRENFELD - Germany
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FARANGUTANS CHIANG MAI
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FC Shanghai Super 48 is one of the biggest Japanese football clubs based in Shanghai. We 
were established in 2008. 

Someone says our founders might be found of a Japanese popular idle group called 
“AKB48”. Actually, “48” is the average age of our founders and "Super" is the pronunciati-
on of “48” in Chinese language. That is why we named "Super 48".  
Team members are 40 years or older basically. Several people are over 50 years old. We are 
crazy for football!
 
Our team concept is "Playing football in the whole life". We enjoy the team growing with 
a good friendship among team members by enjoying football and drinking together! 
We would like "all the super footballers " to enjoy football with friendship in the Far East 
Football Tournament. 

Let's enjoy football and beer after football!

FC SUPER 48- ShanghaiFC SUPER 48 - Shanghai
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MATTI 
picting him as a mental scouse gobshite – you mental scouse gobshite

FORBIDDEN CITY FC - China
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GAELIC LIONS FC - Singapore

The Singapore Gaelic Lions Football Club was founded in 2008 and last year celebrated 10 years of 
footballing expression. The club currently fields four teams at different levels on a weekly basis in 
Singapore including the Vets team participating for the first time in the International Far East  
Tournament.

The current side first played together in Stuttgart in the summer of 1988 coincidentally all relocating 
to Asia 30 years later and reforming for one weekend only. Led over the course of the weekend by 
Captain Jason ‘Men of the Match’ Stanistreet this rag, tag bunch of footballing misfits are looking 
forward to testing their unique skills against Asia’s finest. They have been settling into the team 
base in Heritty’s Irish Pub under the watchful eye of Jay ‘ger out of my way lad’ Ding on a strict diet 
of booze and fried meat.

Watch out for Sean Wall’s deliveries over the course of the weekend as he looks to find Kevin Mc  
with raking balls from the back. He likely won’t find him first game on Sunday morning though as 
local resident Kev has promised a cultural guide to Bangkok. Alongside Sean at the back Phil  
‘Turbo’ Riordan is likely to make his trade mark bursts getting the ball to the timeless midfield of 
JC Burkey and Joe Trolan. Alongside Kev upfront Sascha, a former circus performer who the lads 
found in Stuttgart, will provide ice cold finishing. Ste ‘The Power’ Middler adds Scottish steel to the 
ranks with his battered Mars bars at half time sure to give the lads an extra bit of energy come the 
knockout stages. Finally, Mick Mc will be providing the last man back instructions and looking to 
limit Kev’s influence so that Sunday doesn’t become a day of rest.

We would like to thank our sponsors DHL and the organisers. Looking forward to a great first  
tournament.
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The German All Stars Veterans take part in the monthly  
Vets Tournament held normally every first Sunday of the  
month in Bangkok. The German All Stars Veteran team  
used to be the oldest and maybe heaviest team in most of  
the tournaments but that has changed. Most of the Casual’s  
players are now eligible to play Veteran’s football meaning  
we’re a far more competitive team. 

Just like their younger team mates from the Casuals team,  
the Vets are particularly proud to have team members from  
all around the world. 

Besides playing football, the German All Stars Bangkok players, family members, 
friends, sponsors and supporters are engaged in many social activities e.g. the yearly 
Christmas Party, the annual Season End Trip and regular after match BBQ’s. 

The Far East Football Tournament is always a highlight in our calendar and the 
Vets look forward to meeting old and new friends during this weekend. Wishing all 
players, families and supporters a great football weekend in Bangkok.
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The Drink Team are now a well-known team by most of our opponents in SEA, who have had the chance to 

meet us on football pitches, as well as in bars, especially in the bars…. for the past 20 years.

What defines this Hanoi based team the best is, its players in the impenetrable iron defence, its Flash  

Gordon style attacking play, its gentlemen, fair play attitude, its astonishing capacity to bring back the 

trophy…or not…and the firm but humble conviction of its players to be made of the stuff that champions 

are made of. 

We are honoured to participate in this great and unique tournament, hosted by the German All Stars, and  

we can guarantee all of you that we are going to give the best of ourselves, in order to bring back the 

“Coupette”. 

Drink team forever

HANOI DRINK TEAM

-Vietnam-
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The Hibs are once again pleased to be entering the GAS Easter Tournament and 
have carefully selected a squad containing plenty of footballing ability, petty 
squabbling, heavy drinking and bad behavior.  We are hopeful this rare mix of skills 
will serve us well as we try to secure our first piece of silverware of 2019.

At time of writing, it doesn’t look like there will be too many new faces on tour with 
us this year.  Considering the average age of a Hibs touring squad, some would say 
it comes as no surprise.  At least everyone knows what to expect come Saturday 
morning…

The Hibs have undergone something of a transformation in 2019 with a number of 
changes in our committee structure.  If you want to hear more about it, then do look 
out for our President on tour – he will be the one arranging the wall and asking you 
to pay for it.  Alternatively take a look at our ‘Hibs till I die’ miniseries on youtube – 
fortunately the producer wasn’t able to join us in Bangkok as that would have been 
an entertaining episode.

One of the biggest amateur football clubs in Singapore, boasting 6 teams in various 
leagues throughout Singapore, it’s our pleasure to come and try our luck in the 33rd 
International Far East Tournament.  Up the Hibbees!

HIBERNIANS FC - Singapore
(VET'S & Masters)
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Club Aman (CA) which literally means “Peace Club” is the home of the Selangor Sikh 
Union. The club was built on the foundation of a binding factor to all Sikhs in Malaysia 
to come as one. In the areas of sports and cultural, CA remains the epicenter for the Sikh 
community's cultural functions, carnivals, hockey, cricket, football and other sports.

Support and unity has always been the fulcrum of this wonderful club. From the ma-
nagement-past and present, Soccer Convenor , the facilities team and the players toge-
ther with a set of powerful yet passionate supporters. CA have always blended and 
preserved the spirit of sportsmanship and camaraderie. We are actually one big family 
coming together for “The Beautiful Game”

CA veterans have won countless tournaments.  Blessed with a rich blend of local footbal-
lers and talented multi nationals, CA competes in every tournament and game with the 
normal high expectations to do well. It’s in our nature and blood to give it all and bring 
back the glory to our beloved club.

After the games, the party begins. The brotherhood takes over as the rivalry sips away 
and gives way to our true nature. The beers flow generously and winning makes it extra 
sweeter. We may be competitive but at the end of the day, we are all brothers coming 
together for some good fun on and off the football field.

KELAB AMAN FC
Malaysia
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The Malaysian Grasshoppers were formed in 1993, predominantly for the German speaking 
community in Kuala Lumpur. The basis of the team was to play hard and socialise even 
harder. 

Over the years the MG’s have become international in nature and have welcomed many 
local Malaysians to play with them.

The name Grasshoppers emanates from the Swiss team Grasshoppers Zurich, and the 
MG’s have tried in vain over the years to match their illustrious European counterparts for 
style and quality.

Nevertheless, win or lose, the MG’s have Premier league status when it comes to the ‘third 
half’ with many players shining more in the bar than in the box. The future looks bright for 
the Malaysian Grasshoppers as the number of players continues to increase, and the stan-
dard of play improves with every weiss beer consumed.

We play every Saturday morning at the Linatex Field from 09:00am until 11:00am.

Until today, the MG’s are group of friends who have the excuse of playing football every 
Saturday to have a beer and a laugh after the game.

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Vet's & Masters

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Vet's & Masters
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We are returning back to Bangkok this year, after 
multiple attempts to take the trophy home, under 
the name of ‘New Team’ as a need of reviving oursel-
ves to achieve our common goal (the Veteran’s cup) 
as well as a greater purpose: playing football with 
good friends embracing the fighting spirit, trusting 
each other and last but not least the respect of the 
referee and opponent.

Most of us are coming from Malaysia, Kuala Lum-
pur, and the rest from beyond the horizon. 

We look forward to step upon the field to claim our 
first victory !

NEW TEAM FC 
Malaysia
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The Big Bamboo Shanghai Shooters Football Club compete in China's top amateur 
expat league- the Shanghai International Football League (SIFL) and last year cel-
ebrated our 20th anniversary as the most successful football team in the league's his-
tory with 10 SIFL Premier League titles and 10 SIFL Cups 

However, our the on field success of the noughties has not quite translated into success 
a decade later possibly due to our Paul McGrath-like post-match diets at the sponsor 
pub, but it’s always easier in China to simply blame the air and put it down to pollu-
tion.
 
We’ve had success at our local Shanghai Master’s Cup but none yet overseas and have 
found this Bangkok tournament a much tougher proposition with its lack of air pol-
lution and temperate playing conditions of 30 degrees in the shade. This year we hope 
our cheese-eating French contingent from our class of 2012 can handle better than the 
Brit pie boys of 2006.

We wish everyone a great tournament. Many thanks to our sponsor the Big Bamboo 
for making this happen for us and to the organizers and sponsors of the tournament.
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Bigger and older than ever. 
Stickboy FC are veterans in Thai vet tourna-
ments but make their debut as a team in the 
Far East Tournament 2019. This lackadaisical 
Vets team features such superstars of the 
Bangkok football scene such as goalkeeper-
for-hire Neo, midfield engine; Sam and “pacey” 
winger; Vern. Jimmy has also been let out of 
the house. 
Cool the beers, we’ll be out by lunchtime.

STICKBOY FC - BANGKOK
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SYK FC - MALAYSIA

SYK FC Malaysia is a team gathered by a group of friends who were love playing soccer. 

SYK FC has been established for more than 20 years. All players are well experienced and always ready 
to cope with every game challenge. We have participated in many contests around Southeast Asia and 
are looking for more challenges. 

We hope we will meet more stronger teams in the future.

Come on, come to challenge SYK FC!
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TOTOS TITANS 
Thailand

The gathering of  people who love soccer  around the Bang Na area of 
Bangkok.  Keen to meet more fr iends who love the same sport.

Good luck to al l  teams participating in this  weekend’s  tournament.
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Started in 1921 by Trevor and Greg as a social team for communists, greengrocers and retired journalists, the  
Bangkok Angels has grown to become one of Asia’s most average teams with over 50 occasional members.

Greg Watkins a pompous, if essentially brave and unerringly patriotic local bank manager
Steve Kerr, a dour Scottish undertaker. He served at the Battle of Jutland as a ship's cook and also has a medal  
for having served on Shackleton's Antarctic expedition. He grew up on the Isle of Barra. His catchphrase is  
"We're doomed. Doomed!"
Shaun Muldini is a master of disguise. He dresses most often in a white safari jacket and black leather gloves.  
He also is constantly seen smoking a cigar. His catchphrase is "I love it when a plan comes together". 
Jason Dinelli is a master of the persuasive arts. The team's scrounger, he can get virtually anything he sets his  
mind to, usually exploiting women with sympathy-appeal and flirtation. However, he is not without integrity.  
He dresses suavely, often appearing in suits. 
Dan Biggest, he’s a big bastard.
Martin Tallest, he’s a tall bastard
Simon the Bastard, Bastard
Rolly is the muscle for the Team, able to perform exceptional feats of strength. He is also the team's mechanic.  
|Generally wears overalls and leopard or tiger print shirts .
Neo is the Team's keeper, and can fly any kind of aircraft with considerable skill. However, due to a helicopter  
crash in Vietnam, He lives in a Veterans' Hospital in the mental wing. 
Marco, a diffident, upper-middle-class Chief Bank Clerk who would quietly question muldini’s judgement  
("Do you think that's wise, Sir” )
Trevor the local butcher, born in 1870. An old campaigner who enlisted as a drummer boy at the age of 14 and  
participated, as a boy soldier, in the Gordon Relief Expedition of 1884–85 and, as a man soldier, in Kitchener's  
campaign in the Sudan in 1896–98. Often seen as fastidious and old, he is the world's worst worrier and has a  
catch phrase of 'They don't like it up em!' 
Matt Alden revealed that he wasn’t called up because of an allergy to corned beef. 
Chadders, a cosseted, somewhat immature mother's boy, often wearing a thick scarf over his uniform to prevent  
illness and a frequent target for derision.
Colin, the bulldog of the teams. He suffers from severe shell shock from his experiences in the war, and suffers  
from violent outbursts, constant mood swings, and sugary cravings.

BTCC BANGKOK ANGELS 
-Thailand -
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The Brunei Old Boys FC (BOB) was founded in 2008 in Bandar Seri Begawan, 

Brunei.

We have a proud history of having more than 20 nationalities representing our 

team over these years. 

All our players have a common interest, which is enjoying every moment of football 

fun both on and off the pitch.

We always participate in 5 overseas tournaments, yearly. 

BRUNEI OLD BoyZ FCBRUNEI OLD BoyZ FC



The Cape Town City Masters team are a motley crew of players that have 
been playing together for many years out of Camps Bay Football Club in 
Cape Town.

If you haven’t been to Cape Town, you’ve got to visit the suburb of Camps 
Bay, one of CT’s most beautiful beaches with a host of trendy restaurants 
and bars.

This is our first year at the tournament, but we hope that it will be the start 
of many more to come.

CAPE TOWN CITY 
MASTERS
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The GC Eagles actually should be called GC Cebu Eagle Camels as we, this year, are a team consisting of the German Club 
Manila Football Team Before German Club Cranes) supported by players from Dubai (thanks to Dirk) and former players 
who are now based in Cebu and Singapore. That doesn't mean we are better than last year but we definitely will have a lot of 
fun and a few cold beers. 

Our “Mannschaft” for BKK:
        Michael Lüdtke (first standing on the left), 
           Roland Odenthal (4th), 
             Michael Scheile (standing on the right), 
         Klaus Bücheler (front 2nd from left), 
                        Erdal Kolca (3rd), 
             Stefan Langenhan (5th),
                Not on the photo are:
                    Dirk Grebenteuch, Andreas Biesing and 
                      Stefan Biegert (both from Dubai)
                      Franz Baumann and his French friend  
                       (from Cebu)
          Tuncay Bockin from Singapore,
          and our - thanks a lot- sponsor, Jim Godesmit! 
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MAJESTICS 7's Perth 
-Australia-

MAJESTICS 7's Perth 
-Australia-

The Perth Sevens side is coming back.

We don’t know how we are still managing to get a team on the 

field but down to our love of beer and football (plus other 

things) we manage.

 

We have had to recruit this year as having a team where most or 

all are nearing 60 we had to give in and bring some younger 50 

year olds.

 

This should give us some great pace and less scary noises when 

chasing after our opponents.

 

The Perth lads love the 7’s in Thailand and we will endeavour to 

give a better account of ourselves where we aim to try and get at 

least one win this year to better our results from last tourna-

ment.

We all agree that this is a very well organised event but we also 

think that the organisers need to consider the heat and the 

effect it has on us and offer free beer before, during and after 

each game.

 

All the best to our competitors and we are hoping that old age 

catches up to you all very quickly and that this makes you strug-

gle far more than you all have in the past so that we can get 

closer to you on the ball.
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PERFECT GAS - BANGKOK

The Perfect GAS Boys are proud and happy to be back after one year of absence to 
the prestigious 37th edition of the Far East Football Tournament in Bangkok. It is a 
great opportunity to bring a couple of experienced former casual Bangkok football 
players together, since chances to meet and even play football together are getting 
more and more rare. After getting older and more experienced we are certainly try-
ing to bring all our smart ideas we have before the game starts onto the pitch and 
play a successful tournament. However we are experienced enough to know that 
heavier not always necessarily means stronger, so we anticipate at least a successful 
tournament on the beer benches.

We are looking forward to meet again many  
friends from all over the world and hope for  
another fair and friendly weekend of football  
in the likely soaring heat of Bangkok. 
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WANCHAI SPARTANS 
Hongkong

Clive Bunyard (“Tin Tin”)
Age: 99/Hobbies: Sailing, BJ Rating, Mahjong , Hiking/Football Style: Very Very Very Slow/  
Personality: Mad Dog Durian Psychopath/Favourite Politician: Jacob Rees Mogg  
Best Achievement: Setting up the mighty Spartans of course…What Else

Paul Hoy (“Governor”)
Age: 65/Hobbies: Listening to Death Metal/Football Style: Seek and Destroy

Personality: Romantic/Favourite Politician: Winston Churchill/First Bangkok Tour: 2003 

Eric Jordan (“Blondie”).                                                           
Age: 118+/Hobbies: Very Tall Women & cake making/Football Style: Robotic
Personality: Party Animal especially in Crazy House….Apparently 
Favourite Saying: Shall we go round the corner to Cockatoo’s?

Terry Graham (“Satan”)
 Age: 666/Hobbies: Lady Boys, USA Politics, Satanic Verses/Football Style: Best Defensive Cover

Personality: Loud, Insomniac, Homeless and Penniless/Favourite Politician: Donald Trump
First Bangkok Tour: 10,000 BC

Lionel Muang (“The Burmese Bomber”) 
Age: 10/Hobbies: Hiking with a sawn-off around Rakhine/Football Style: Speedy dangerous  
with crosses/ Personality: Very Very Naughty Boy /Favourite Football Team: Yeovil under 10’s
First Bangkok Tour:Went last year on a school trip                                     

 Jonathan Southgate (“Flabbo”)
Age: 84/Hobbies: Reproduction machine and Spurs/Football Style: Direct with Back flicks

Personality: Mr Chatterbox /Favourite Country: Philippines or Thailand.

Jonathan Wheatley (“Uncle”)
Age: 109/Hobbies: Younger Women/Football Style: Sweeping/Personality: Psychotic tendencies
Favourite Position: Doggy Style/Favourite Saying: Does anyone want another shot     

Mike Grimshaw (“Blade Runner”)
Age: 28+/Hobbies: Travel, Running, Driving, Building /Football Style: Energetic

Personality: Prince Charming /Favourite Saying: Shaken but not stirred

 Rick Ogden (“Oggy”)
Age: 90/Hobbies: Drinking, Skiing, Smoking/Football Style: Commanding, Brave & Stylish 
Personality: Cuddly /Favourite Saying: City Till I Die/First Bangkok Tour: 1960’s
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Leo De Ruijter (“Dutch Rudder”) 
Age: 88/Hobbies: Ruddering and Drinking /Football Style: Acrobatic
Personality: Reliably the last man standing  /Favourite Saying: We are all shite….

Rick Mann (“Zoolander”)
Age: 300/Hobbies: Touring, Milk, Travel, Talking to Strangers/Football Style: Model like Zoolander 

Personality: Smiley, Nervous, Intelligent /Favourite Celebrity: Axel Rose/Favourite Saying: 300/1
                                                                                      

Pete Hymns (“Pete da Painter”) 
Age: 84/Hobbies: Kitesurfing, Ornithology, Indonesian Film Students
Football Style: Latin Dribblers, over confident around the box/Personality: Jellied eels salesman    
Best Achievement: being able to stand up after two Shandies

Bobby Tsang (“da Bobster”)
Age: 45+/Hobbies: Touring, Ping pong, Nocturnal activities, Cider /Football Style: Over the Top

Personality: Gentle as a Kitten like all Glaswegians /Favourite Football Team: HK Rangers

Martin Sullivan (Chuckles)
Age:65 at least/Hobbies: Fighting, Getting Injured, Stamp Collecting & Collecting Fine Wines
Football Style: An old fashioned centre back who takes no prisoners, unless of course he’s going to  
torture them first and kill them later. There’s a lot more to his game than just kicking people
Personality: Psycho, Nutter, Headcase/Favourite Politician: Pol Pot 
                                   

 Mark Stevens (Rocket)
Age: 75/Hobbies: Gary Glitter impersonator, S&M, Skydiving

Football Style: Makes himself look smaller than you would imagine possible, Got the footwork of  
a dead horse wearing Timberlands./Personality: Unnervingly quiet

Favourite Football Team: HK German All Stars                                                                             
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HISTORY
GERMAN ALL STARS 

Bangkok
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• Founded in 1968 by Günter Glomb – longest time 
Thai National Team trainer –  further founding  
members Adolf Knees and Volker Fischer

• Mid 70’s formation of Thai league in TH
• End of 70’s formation of Foreign/Expat league in TH
• 1st Club house “Haus München” in Sukhumvit Soi 15
• Around 2000 developing of a club structure because  

of increasing of expats living and working in Asia/TH
• 1st (and till now) President: Mr. Hartwig Schueler
• Developing of a worldwide network with more as 500 

players from Asia, Europe, Australia, Africa, America
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Rules of Competition 2019
In general, all FIFA rules apply to this Tournament (except of corruption). Major exceptions and clarifications 
are described below. In line with officially practiced FIFA rules, the Referee’s decisions are final. No one shall 
dispute his decisions in any way, on or off the field during the tournament.

• In accordance with Article 3 of the FIFA Statutes: 
 Discrimination of any kind against a country, private person  
 or group of people on account of race, skin colour, ethnic,  
 national or social origin, gender, language, religion, political  
 opinion or any other opinion, wealth, birth or any other 
 status, sexual orientation or any other reason is strictly 
 prohibited and punishable by suspension or expulsion.
• There will only be one referee during each match 
 (no linesmen).
• The 36th International Far East Football Tournament will have  
 a “no-age-limit”, “11-a-side“, “11-a-half“, “full-field“, 
 “no-offside“, “rolling-subs“, and “yellow-card-sitout-the-half“  
 format in the OPEN Competition and a “over 35-age-limit“, 
 “7-a-side“, “7-a-half“, “half-field“, “no-offside“, “rolling-subs“,  
 and “yellow-card-sit-out-the-half“ format in the VETS and  
 MASTERS competitions.
• Players shall be allowed to play for more than one (1) team in  
   the entire tournament, only if the Captains of the two (2) rele- 
 vant teams and the player who is switching teams agree to it.
• According to FIFA rules, shin-guards are mandatory equip- 
 ment.
• In the Group Phase, each team shall be awarded with three  
 (3) points for a win, one (1) point for a draw, and zero (0)     
   point for a loss.
• In addition, one (1) - and, only one (1) - extra bonus point  
 shall be rewarded to the winning team that can score three  
 (3) or more goals in one (1) match. This means a maximum 
 of four (4) points per match for any winning team.
• All matches shall be played according to the tournament  
 schedule as announced by the organizers during captain’s  
 meeting. Any team arriving more than five (5) minutes late 
 after the scheduled kick-off time, their match shall be consi- 
 dered as forfeiting the match with 0-2 walk-over. The punctu- 
 al team shall be awarded with two (2) goals and three (3) 
 points. If both teams are late (usually Sunday early morning  
 matches!), they shall both be penalized with a 2-0 loss.
• A team must have a minimum of eight (8) Players (5 for Vets  
 and Masters) at the start of each of their matches; otherwise  
 the team shall be considered as forfeiting the match with a 
 0-2 walk-over. The opponent team shall be awarded with  
 two (2) goals and three (3) points accordingly.
• Unlimited rolling substitutions (“rolling-subs”) are allowed, and  
 players who are substituted are permitted to return to play at  
 a later time within the same match or later matches.
• Substitutions shall be made as the two (2) playing teams see  
 it fit without stopping the match. Since it is rolling-subs, the  
 on-coming substitute shall exchange places with the out-
 going player at the same spot on the same sideline.
• In the interest of fairness and controlling rough tackles & late  
 hits, any player receiving a yellow card during either half of a  
   match will be sent off, without being substituted, until the  
 end of that half during that match (“yellow-card-sit-out-the- 
 half”), leaving his team one (1) player less for the remaining  
 minutes of that half. The yellow-carded Player shall be per- 
 mitted to return to the same match in the 2nd half or play in  
 his team’s next match. A Player with two (2) yellow-cards
 collected in one (1) match shall automatically be sent off, 
 and is suspended for the next match.

• A direct red card shall also lead to an immediate send-off  
 from the match as well as an automatic penalty of one (1)  
 match suspension, with the possibility of further disciplinary  
 action by the Organizing Committee.
• The following four (4) criteria shall apply so as to decide the  
 group rankings: [1] Goal difference, [2] Goals scored, [3] the  
 score of the match between the deadlocked teams, 
 [4] Sudden-death-penalty-shoot-out. The winning teams in  
 all competitions shall continue on playing through their Quar- 
 ter Finals, the Semi Finals and the Final.
• In case the teams draw at the end of the regulation time for  
 the matches there shall be a penalty shoot-out immediately,  
 without playing any extra time, following the match to decide  
 the winner of the match.
• The following rules shall be observed for all the penalty  
 shoot-outs in this Tournament:
 > Before the shoot-out, each team shall select their initial  
 three (3) penalty-taking Players from the players on the field,  
 and register their names & numbers with the Referee.
 > In case it is still a draw after the initial three (3) of each  
 team, the winner shall be decided based on the sudden-
 death penalty shoot-out rule. In case it is still a draw after all  
 the Players in either of the team¡¦s roster have taken penal- 
 ties, then the turn rotates and re-starts from the first (1st)  
 Player in the initial three (3) penalty takers based on the  
 sequence of Players and their shirt numbers as recorded by  
 the Referee.
 > The goalkeepers of the teams during the penalty shoot- 
 outs can be chosen from any Player within the entire roster 
 of their squad; however, (barring a serious injury situation) 
 teams shall not change goalkeepers during the middle of a  
 particular penalty shoot-out.
• The winner of the Final Matches (whether in regulation time  
 or after a possible penalty shoot-out) in all of the competi- 
 tions shall be declared as the champions of their respective  
 competitions; whilst, of course, the winner of the Cup Com- 
 petition being the Tournament Champion.
• Any event not covered above shall be discussed and deci- 
 ded by the Organizing Committee of German All Stars Bang- 
 kok during the 2-day Tournament in consultation with the 
 Referees Committee. Inevitably, but authoritatively, their deci- 
 sions are final!
• In the Vets and Masters competitions no sliding tackles close  
 to an opponent. Goalkeepers can slide in a fair way inside  
 the penalty box, outside the box the same rule applies for  
 him as for a field player.
• Medical treatment on sight will be offered from Bangkok  
 Hospital free of charge; however any further treatment and  
 services outside the tournament’s compound will be subjec- 
 ted to the normal fees and charges.
• Sunday after the 1st game of the second round started the  
 schedule is fixed. Teams need to check their positions and  
 schedules to eventually claim mistakes before the 1st game  
 of the second round on Sunday start.
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THANK YOU! DANKE SCHÖN! KOP KHUN KRAP!

On behalf of all members of the German All Stars Bangkok and all other involved in the 
37th Far East Football Tournament 2019, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks 
to all our sponsors listed below for making it possible to let this wonderful and unique 
event happen again. With their generous support, this year‘s tournament became even 
more popular. We are delighted to continue this longstanding Asian tradition in a fine 
way.






